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Product description

This manual describes use of the esense power assist systems E1409_9010/ 9020/ 9030/ 9040/ 9050
and 9060 (esense Fixed and 360 in Basic, Power and Box versions).
Esense is an add-on solution for heavy mobile care products. Typical applications for esense are beds
and stretchers for patient transport, heavy medical equipment, patient lifts and facility trolleys.
For readability ‘heavy mobile care products’ will be named ‘trolley’ from here on.
The systems feature an electric drive wheel that provides power assist drive functionality for forwards,
backwards and (for some versions) sideways movement. Power assist means that the user uses some
force to push and pull the trolley. The system multiplies these forces to drive the wheel. With this
technique esense makes it possible to move trolleys in a natural way, whether the routes are long, on
carpet, over thresholds, on slopes or while maneuvering in small spaces. Heavy trolleys are moved
around as if they only weigh a couple of kilograms.
Notice!
The esense system only concerns the functionality for electric power assist drive of
the trolley. Please refer to the user manual of the trolley for any information
regarding its complete functionality.
Esense systems are available in various versions, with main differences in the functionality of the drive
wheel, the power supply and enclosure. With esense Fixed versions it is possible to drive forwards,
backwards and in wide curves. With esense 360 versions it is possible to make sideways maneuvers as
well. Furthermore, systems are available with and without their own battery or water resistant
enclosure
Following standard configurations are available:
Article number

Article name

Description

E1409-9010

esense Fixed Basic





System with ‘Fixed’ functionality.
Powered by the trolley’s internal battery.
Esense electronics located inside the trolley.

E1409-9020

esense Fixed Power





System with ‘Fixed’ functionality.
Powered by a dedicated esense battery.
Esense electronics and battery located inside the trolley.

E1409-9030

esense Fixed Box





System with ‘Fixed’ functionality
Powered by a dedicated esense battery
Esense electronics and battery located in a dedicated
esense enclosure on the inside or outside of the trolley.

E1409-9040

esense 360 Basic





System with ‘360’ functionality.
Powered by the trolley’s internal battery.
Esense electronics located inside the trolley.

E1409-9050

esense 360 Power





System with ‘360’ functionality.
Powered by a dedicated esense battery.
Esense electronics and battery located inside the trolley.

E1409-9060

esense 360 Box





System with ‘360’ functionality
Powered by a dedicated esense battery
Esense electronics and battery located in a dedicated
esense enclosure on the inside or outside of the trolley.

Please contact your supplier to learn with which esense version your trolley is provided.
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Component overview

Each system consists of a set of components. These components may be visible or hidden, depending on
how they are built on the trolley. Below table lists components that may be identified on your trolley.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sensor handles (2x)
User interface
Driveunit Fixed
Driveunit 360
Enclosure
Charger

(All versions)
(All versions)
(E1409-9010/ 9020 and 9030)
(E1409-9040/ 9050 and 9060)
(E1409-9030 and 9060)
(E1409-9020/ 9030/ 9050 and 9060)

In most cases, the Sensor Handles and User Interface are the only components the user directly
interacts with. Please contact your supplier for further details of integration of esense components on
your trolley.
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Important safety instructions
Caution!
Read this manual completely before use of trolleys equipped with the esense
system.
Caution!
Trolleys equipped with the esense system may only be used by professional, well
trained and adult users aware of all instructions in this manual.
Caution!
When using the esense system, at all times stay focused on the task of
maneuvering the trolley. Do not use the esense system when focus on this task is
not possible for any reason or when using any medication for which it is advised
not to use machines or participate in traffic.
Caution!
Make sure the intended route of the trolley is free of obstacles and people.
Caution!
Always ensure good sight in walking direction during movement of heavy trolleys.
Caution!
Adjust the speed of the trolley to a level that makes it possible to respond timely
on (suddenly) oncoming people and obstacles.
Caution!
Make sure the intended driving path of the trolley is free of obstacles and people.
Warning!
Do not use trolleys with esense system on slopes exceeding a 6 degree angle.
Trolleys with esense must not be used on slopes unsuitable for unpowered
pushing and pulling of trolleys.
Warning!
The esense system ensures that heavy trolleys can be maneuvered with much
lower push and pull forces. Please make sure to adjust your driving style.
Activation of the system only requires minimal forces on the sensor handles. Avoid
high and sudden push and pull forces on the sensor handles.
Caution!
Always switch the esense system off when the trolley is not in use or is left
unattended.
Caution!
Make sure the esense system is not used in combination with other electrical or
mechanical means for propulsion of the trolley. These may harm the esense
components. When certain criteria are met towing of trolleys at low speeds (up to
10 km/h) is allowed. Please contact your trolley supplier for advice.
Caution!
The esense system is controlled by sensitive sensors in the sensor handles. Ensure
at all times that the sensor handles can move freely and no forces are exerted on it
other than the forces required for the continued pushing of the trolley.
 Prevent objects, to push against the sensor handles.
 Do not hang clothes, bags, etc. on the handles. Take care that no objects are
clamped between the sensor handles and other surfaces.
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Use

4.1

User interface elements

The user interface panel for all esense versions is equal. Depending on the system version however, not
all switches and indication lights are active. Indication lights are invisible when they are inactive.
Elements in below table can be identified.

1. Emergency switch
2. USB connector
3. Magnet key lock
4. On/ off switch
5. Hidden key lock switch
6. Left docking switch
7. Right docking switch
8. Service indication
9. Battery indication
10. System status indication
11. Immobilizer indication
12. Key lock indication

(Active on all versions)
(Active on all versions)
(Optional functionality, to be activated by the trolley supplier)
(Active on all versions)
(Optional functionality, to be activated by the trolley supplier)
(Active on E1409-9040/ 9050 and 9060)
(Active on E1409-9040/ 9050 and 9060)
(Active on all versions, but only lit in case of service errors)
(Active on E1409-9020/ 9030/ 9050 and 9060)
(Active on all versions)
(Optional functionality, to be activated by the trolley supplier)
(Optional functionality, to be activated by the trolley supplier)

Indication lights can either be on, off or blinking. Blinking indications are provided in two different
speeds. Fast speed is five blinks per second. Average speed is one blink per second.
Notice!
If the user interface on your esense system does not look the same as above
picture, your are using a different esene version. Contact your supplier to receive
the applicable manual for your system.

4.2

Preparations

The esense system is activated by pushing the on/ off switch briefly. At start up a short beep sounds.
Directly after activation the system requires a few seconds to calibrate the force sensors inside the
sensor handles. During this calibration the system status indication blinks green in average speed. When
calibration is finished a second beep sounds and the system status indication changes to continuously lit
green. The system is now ready for use.
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Caution!
Before switching the system on, make sure that the sensor handles are completely
free of external forces.
 Prevent objects, such as cutlery or blankets, to push against the sensor
handles.
 Do not hang clothes, bags, etc. to the handles. Take care that no objects are
clamped between the sensor handles and other surfaces.
In extreme situations such external forces during calibration may lead to
unexpected behavior of the drive system.

Notice!
Do not place your hands on the sensor handles immediately after activation of the
esense system. The sensor handles shall not be moved or touched during
calibration. If this happens the system will postpone calibration until the sensor
handles are released. When calibration is postponed by more than ten seconds a
warning beep sounds every two seconds. Remove hands or other objects from the
sensor handles in this situation. The system status indication will continue to blink
green until calibration is performed successfully.
In case calibration was not successful within one minute the system will switch to
service error mode. See paragraph ‘Service mode’ for reference. The drive system
is switched off. Failure of calibration may be caused by an external reason, as
described above, but may also be caused by a failure in the sensor handle. Please
contact your trolley supplier in case the error persists.
Notice!
Please make sure the brakes of the trolley castors are released before use of the
esense system.

4.3

Driving

Power assisted forwards and backwards driving of the trolley is done in the same manner as forwards
and backwards driving of a trolley without esense. The power assisted drive is automatically activated by
placing both hands on the sensor handles and pushing and pulling the trolley quietly forwards and
backwards. Driving corners is done by applying more force with one hand than the other.
Power assisted driving is by standard maximized on a speed of 4.5 km/ h. For specific products this
setting can be altered. Please contact your supplier for details.
The system will automatically brake and come to a stop within a few meters in case the sensor handles
are released during driving. The trolley can also be actively braked by practicing force on the sensor
handles in opposite direction of the direction of travel.
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The trolley can be braked actively by practicing force on the sensor handles in
opposite direction of the direction of travel.
The esense system also provides powered drive when moving a trolley up and down on slopes. In case a
trolley is released on a slope it will brake and will gradually drive down slowly.
Warning!
Never use trolleys with esense system on slopes exceeding a 6 degree angle.

Notice!
Always push and pull the sensor handles gently. In exceptional situations, if too
much force is put on the sensor, the system automatically switches to service error
mode and drive functionality is switched off. In this case the power assisted drive
is switched off and service indication lights are lit. To reset the system in this
situation the sensor handles shall be released and the system shall be switched off
and on again.

4.4

Sideways driving

In case the trolley is equipped with an esense 360 system, the trolley can be maneuvered fully sideways.
Make sure the trolley is standing still. Take position on the long side of the trolley, closest to the user
interface panel. Place one hand centered on the trolley and the other hand on the corner of the trolley.
Place the index finger on the left or right docking switch. Push the right switch to move the trolley to
the right and push the left switch to move to the right. Hold the switch to drive the trolley with a slow
constant speed. Use the hand that is placed centered on the trolley to guide the trolley while driving.

User position during forwards and backwards driving and user position during
sideways driving*.
* Your trolley may look different from the version in the pictures.
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Notice!
In case the trolley is still driving forwards or backwards, the sideways driving
functionality will not work immediately. Pushing the docking switches will first
actively brake the trolley to stand still before the trolley starts driving sideways.

4.5

Emergencies

The esense system is equipped with an emergency switch. Pressing this switch immediately switches off
power assist drive. The switch shall be used only when control over the trolley is lost.
After pressing the emergency switch all indication lights will start blinking in normal speed. The
emergency switch can be unlocked by turning it clockwise. After unlocking, all indication lights will
remain blinking. The system can be reactivated by pressing the on/ off switch briefly.
Warning!
The emergency switch is not a brake. The switch is intended to switch the drive
wheel off. Any power assist drive or braking is immediately stopped and the drive
wheel switches to free wheel mode.
Special notice shall be taken that this can lead to a sudden high increase in
required push and pull forces when driving up and down slopes. Any active braking
on slopes will also be stopped, causing the trolley to roll on through.

Notice!
The emergency switch is subject to wear and is not designed for switching off the
system. Only use the switch in case of emergency. Use the on/ off switch to switch
the system off.

4.6

Battery level indication

Esense Power and Box systems (E1409-9020/ 9030/ 9050 and 9060) are provided with an intelligent
esense battery that provides sufficient capacity for over 15 kilometers of power assist drive. For these
systems the battery indication on the user interface shows the approximate percentage of battery
capacity left.
The battery indication consists of 5 lights; one orange, one yellow and three green. Below table shows
the meaning of the various indications.
Battery indication

Capacity left

Remarks

81 – 100 %
61 – 80 %
41 – 60 %
21 – 40 %
*

11 – 20 %

Charging advised

0 – 10 %

Immediate charging required

* Orange light blinking and beep sounds every twenty seconds.
Battery indication is displayed only when the system is switched on. Esense Basic systems do not
provide battery indication on the esense user interface.
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4.7

Charging

Esense Power and Box systems (E1409-9020/ 9030/ 9050/ 9060) are provided with a charger. This
charger can be a version that is disconnectable from the trolley, but is usually integrated on the trolley.
In that case the esense battery is automatically charged when the trolley is connected to the mains
socket.
In case the trolley comes with a disconnectable charger, connect this on one side to a mains socket and
on the other side to the power connector on the trolley or esense enclosure.
The esense battery provides power for up to 15 kilometers of driving. In most use situations this is
sufficient for days of use. It's advised to recharge the battery on a regular basis or when the battery
indication is lit continuously red.
Notice!
In case the battery indication starts blinking red and a beep sounds every 10
seconds the battery is almost empty and immediate charging is required.
Charging of the battery can both be done with the esense system switched off and the system switched
on. When the system is switched on during charging, a charge indication is showed and drive
functionality will be switched off. In case the sensor handles are pushed during charging a beep will
sound every two seconds.
It can take up to five seconds before the system notes the charger status and starts or stops charge
indication and switches drive functionality off or on.
The charge indication is an animation with increasing number of battery indication lights. The number of
lights that remains continuously lit indicates the charge level of the battery.
Charge indication

Description

Charge level

All 5 lights animate

0 – 10 %

First light continuously lit, other lights animate

20 – 39 %

First two lights continuously lit, other lights animate

40 – 59 %

First three lights continuously lit, other lights animate

60 – 79 %

Only last light blinks

80 – 100 %

When the battery is fully charged, the fifth battery indication light remains blinking on double speed.
Drive functionality remains switched off as long as the trolley or charger is connected to the mains.
Charging of a fully empty battery takes up to 4.5 hours. It is advised to charge the battery overnight on a
regular basis.

4.8

Key lock

Key lock functionality is optional. The function offers a simple way to block use of the esense drive
functions by unauthorized personnel. Please contact your supplier for details on the status of this
function on your esense system and options to activate or deactivate it.
When the key lock function is active, the system is automatically locked at start-up. The key lock
indication is lit. When the sensor handles are pushed with the key lock in this state a beep will sound
every two seconds and drive functionality remains switched off.
The key lock can be unlocked and locked in two ways, by pressing the hidden key lock switch or by using
the optional esense key lock magnet. Press the hidden key lock button (see paragraph 4.1 – 5) four
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times in a row to unlock or lock the system. Alternatively lock or unlock the system by holding the
magnet for one second in front of the key lock icon (see paragraph 4.1 – 3).
When the key lock function is active the key lock will automatically lock when the system is not used for
a certain period of time. By default, this time is set on five minutes. This default setting may have been
altered for your system. Please contact your supplier for details.

4.9

Immobilizer

An immobilizer function is optional. This function offers a simple way to prevent activation of the power
assist drive when the trolley is not ready for use. Conditions can for example be that the trolley is on its
mechanical brake or parts of the trolley are outside the trolleys wheel base.
Please contact your supplier to learn if, and for what conditions this function is activated on your trolley.
When the immobilizer is switched on the immobilizer indication will be lit. Power assist drive is switched
off and a beep will sound every two seconds when the sensor handles are pushed.

4.10 Timers
All esense systems are provided with an automatic switch off function. This timer is by default set on
fifteen minutes of inactivity. A full restart is required to continue driving.
Default settings of the timer may have been altered for your trolley. Please contact your supplier for
details.

4.11 After use
Always switch the system off after use or when the trolley is left unattended. The system is switched off
by pressing the on/ off switch for a second. All lights on the user interface will switch off.
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Maintenance

The sensor handles, user interface and drive wheel can be cleaned with a well-wrung wet cloth. Use an
ordinary, non-abrasive detergent (pH 5.5-8).
Regularly check the axis of the drive wheel for accumulation of hair and dust. Carefully remove any
windings from the axis.
Caution!
Regularly check the esense components for loose parts and wear. In case of any
irregularities stop use of the system and contact your supplier.
Caution!
Always switch the system off before maintenance is carried out.
Caution!
Maintenance on the electrical system shall be performed by qualified service
personnel only.
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Notice!
Avoid the use of aggressive detergents/ solvents and excess of water. The esense
components are not designed for exposure to large amounts (jets) of water. The
system is not suitable for machine washing.
Notice!
Even when the system is not used, the battery slowly drains. A fully drained
battery can get damaged. Such damage is excluded from guarantee. It is strongly
advised to fully charge the battery at least every three months. Damage to the
battery due to the battery not being charged for a long time can be monitored and
is excluded from warranty.
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Service mode

If the system encounters an error during use that cannot be automatically repaired it switches to service
mode. Power assist drive is switched off, the system status indication will blink orange in fast speed and
one or more service indication lights are lit.
The pattern of service lights represents a code for the cause of the error. Your esense supplier is trained
to interprete these codes and solve any issues.
In case your system switches to service mode, first switch the system off and on again. Please contact
your supplier in case the error persists or in case the error is noted frequently.
Your supplier may ask for the code of the service indication. Please use below table for reference.
Service indication
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Number

Description

1

System error

2

Pushbar error

3

Interface error

4

Drive error

5

Steer error

6

Battery error

Quick debugging guide

In case your esense system fails operation, perform following steps:
1.

Check if the system is still switched on. The system switches off automatically when it is not used
for a period of time. This period is set on fifteen minutes by default.

2.

Make sure the sensor handles are not touched for a few seconds directly after starting the system.
The sensors need some time for calibration. In case the sensor handles are touched during
calibration the calibration will be postponed. If calibration is postponed for more than ten seconds a
beep will sound every two seconds. If calibration failed for one minute the system will switch to
service mode and a full restart is required.

3.

Switch the system off and on again. Let the system reboot and check if the system operates normal
again.

4.

Check if the emergency switch is pressed. All lights on the user interface will blink if this is the case.
The emergency switch can be unlocked by first turning it clockwise and secondly pressing the on/
off switch briefly.
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5.

Check the remaining battery power. If the orange light on the battery indication is blinking charging
of the battery is required.

6.

Check if the trolley is connected to the mains with a power cord or if the esense battery is
connected to a separate charger. During charging the battery indication will animate as described in
paragraph ‘Charging’ and power assist drive is switched off. Disconnect the power cord and check if
the system operates normal again.

7.

Check if one or more service indication lights remain lit after switching the system off and on again.
If this is the case the system is switched to service mode and power assist drive is switched off.
Please contact your supplier in case the error persists or in case the error is noted frequently.
Your supplier may ask for the code of the service indication. Please use the table in paragraph
‘Service mode’ for reference.

In case the esense system operates unexpectedly, perform following steps:
1.

Switch the esense system off and on again. Let the system restart and check if the system operates
normal again. Please contact your supplier in case the problem persists.

2.

Check if the sensor handles can move forward and backward freely and make sure no objects are
connected to or hanging from the handles. Remove any obstacles and check if the system resumes
operation.

Please contact your supplier in case above steps did not solve the problem.
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Product specification
Use environment

Ambient use temperature
 Charging
 Discharging (Power assisted driving)

10° to 40° C
-20° to 50° C

Storage temperature
 Longer period
 Up to one week

-20° to 35° C
-20° to 60° C

Charge time for full charge

4.5 h

Action radius on full battery

> 15 km

Drive wheel functionality when powered off

Freewheel
No parking brake

Max. assisted speed

Up to 6 km/ h (Default 4.5 km/h)

Max. wheel torque continuous

15 Nm

Max. wheel torque short

> 30 Nm

Max. slope angle
(At trolley weight up to 400 kg)

6°

Max. threshold

20 mm

Average braking distance at release of trolley sensor handles*

1.6 m

Average braking distance for active braking*

0.8 m

Protection rating of external components
 Sensor handles
 Switches
 Drive Unit 360
 Drive Unit Fixed
 Controller box

IPx5
IPx4
IPx3
IPx4
IPx2 ***

Average power consumption
 Standby
 Rest
 Horizontal plane/ acceleration*
 Horizontal plane/ constant speed
 At max. torque

*

The drive unit is suited for indoor use
only on hard (solid), dry and clean
industrial surfaces.

< 0.5 W
< 2.5 W
72 W
24 W
480 W/ max. 10 seconds
360 W/ max. 5 minutes
240 W/ continuous

All measured at speed accelerating to app. 2.5 km/ h. Total weight of trolley and load 400 kg.
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Warranty

Warranty claims on your esense system are first handled by your supplier. Please contact your supplier
for the applicable warranty clauses and return procedure.

10 Compliance
The esense system is a 24 V DC powered add-on system for food and health care facility transport
trolleys.
The essential requirements of EC Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC have been applied and fulfilled.
The following applicable safety standards have been applied and fulfilled:
 EN-IEC 60204-1 Safety of machinery - Electrical equipment of machines - Part 1: General
requirements
 EN-ISO 13849-1 Safety of machinery - Safety-related parts of control systems - Part 1: General
principles for design
The following applicable requirements of EMC Directive 2004/108/EC have been applied and fulfilled:
 EN61000-6-1 Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) - Part 6-1: Generic standards - Immunity for
residential, commercial and light-industrial environment
 EN61000-6-3 Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) - Part 6-3: Generic Standards - Emission standard
for residential, commercial and light-industrial environment.
The relevant technical documentation has been compiled in accordance with Annex VII, Part B of EC
Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC.
The partly completed machinery must not be put into service until the final machinery into which it is to
be incorporated has been declared in conformity with the provisions of the Machinery Directive.
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11 Distribution and authorization list
Author

Department

Date

Erik Woldring

Indes BV

20180517

Approval

12 Revision list
Revision

Definition

1.00

First version of esense box Fixed and 360 manual. Based on version 20160707
8.00 of E1107_20141128_PAK User Manual_r8.00_EWG with major
changes in:





Date

Lay-out changed
Minor textual changes
Warnings, cautions and notices rearranged
Manual optimized on esense box systems only

2.00

Manual completely redirected for E1409-9010 to 9060 esense
systems; including functionality and specifications of the new user
interface.
Renamed to ‘esense 9000’, but version number continued, to
remain in line with source document.

20170128

3.00

Small changes added to key-lock function, fully charged indication
and timers.

20170707

4.00

Updated picture in UI overview, list of documentation and battery
empty behavior.

20180517
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